of Tábor's opinions and actions is accompanied by the ugliness of his behaviour and appearance. The man is shouting and shaking a bat at his quiet interlocutor, he is violent, impulsive, bleak and pale out of anger, and he averts his gaze from others.
Here is the heretic par excellence, a creature brought to life by a member of the Catholic camp, meant for a mass audience as an instrument of didactics and anti-Hussite propaganda. In spite of the indisputable literary creativeness of the anonymous author we are given a figure which could seem coarse, schematic and drawn in a uniformly bleak colour. But in his pedigree he has ancestors from past centuries. For the model heretic -Hussite was born not only out of an atmosphere of violent ideological clashes, but also of traditions of antiheretical polemics of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Individual elements of the discussed image, the psychical traits of the heretic -stubbornness, vehemence, wrath, perfidiousness, hypocrisy -were the components of the knowledge, persevered in the clerical communities, about the foes of the faith and the Church, passed down through generations in polemical treatises, literary works, chronicles and sermons, both written and preached. 3 This knowledge was also shaped by the development of theological writings in pre-Hussite Bohemia. It was gaining timeliness during occasionally recurring actions of the inquisition in that country, aimed against the Waldenses who constituted a quite large group of immigrant Germans. 4 Finally, the presence of that knowledge and its dissemination were determined by the place of the Kingdom of Bohemia within the German Reich in the time of the Luxembourg dynasty and its opening up for civilisation influences of the Empire (in which the struggle against heresies was a part of Church and political life) and of Western Europe.
The lands of the Polish Kingdom that are the subject of our reflections had a different reality and different traditions. The fact that in fifteenth-century Poland there was no literary counterpart of the heretic Tábor resulted mainly from the lack of phenomenon analogous or similar to the Czech mass socio-religious movement, called Hussitism, which was accompanied by ideological debates reflected in writings. Furthermore, the image of the heretic -created in the Polish lands in the fifteenth century as the result of preventive measures taken by the Church and state and of the real, although limited reflections of Hussitism -was almost devoid of its earlier, local origins. The lack of tradition of antiheretical polemics could be easily explained by an almost total absence of mass movements of religious heterodoxy in the Polish lands, both in the fourteenth as in the previous centuries. In the fourteenth century the papacy was establishing, by special papal bulls, inquisitors for the analysed territory, 5 but this seems to be a preventive and universal action, aimed at all countries of Western Christianity, rather than a response to a sense of threat to the orthodoxy of the Church in Poland and its faithful. Anyway, the office of inquisition did not leave in the Polish Kingdom the most obvious trace of its operations in the form of records of interrogations of people suspected of heresy or blasphemy. Meaningful is also the absence of issues concerning fights against heresy in the texts of resolutions of diocesan synods. Similarly, Polish historiography before Długosz remains silent on the subject, writing down in annals 6 and occasionally in chronicles 7 ephemeral appearances of flagellants in the thirteenth and fourteenth century, even though regarded as a movement detrimental to the Church, but not always as a heretic one. The absence of mass heretic movements in the lands of the Polish Kingdom was probably perceptible for foreigners, since it was noticed by a true authority on heresiology, the German Inquisitor Peter Zwicker. In his treatise from the end of the fourteenth century he meticulously listed the blissful lands with no Waldenses he fought against, including 'the kingdom of Cracow' (that is, the Polish Kingdom), where 'there are almost no Waldenses' and where 'all people are practically well protected' against the sect.
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Sparse source material and enigmatic meaning of scant texts telling us rather about presumed traces of heresy in the lands of the Polish Kingdom before the fifteenth century have induced modern historians to broaden the scope of their research and to include the neighbouring territories that in the fourteenth century did not belong to the Polish Crown: Silesia, Western Pomerania, and sometimes the lands belonging to the state of the Teutonic Order. They have been following in the footsteps of Kazimierz Dobrowolski, the author of the still fundamental text on heresies in the Polish lands, 9 the scientific value of which stems mainly from the analysis of sources from Silesia and Pomerania. Indeed, more recent research, and especially editions of sources undertaken by foreign historians, demonstrated a mass development of Waldensian movement in Pomerania in the second half of the fourteenth century and a presence of little-known so far splinter groups of religious heterodoxy in Silesia. 10 Whereas the attempts at shedding a new light on the lands of Little Poland and Great Poland, resulting in various -often valuable -findings (for instance, how heresies crept in from neighbouring countries), as well as suggestions and assumptions put forth 11 , have not changed the overall image of the lands of the Polish Kingdom as a country with no heretic movements. Even more fruitless had been previous attempts to demonstrate the existence of heretical thought and ideology in the Polish medieval society at the expense of a too arbitrary interpretation of the sources. In the light of what has been said above, the answer to the question about the image of the heretic in Poland before the fifteenth century is more an attempt to ascertain the possibility that there were functioning rudiments of knowledge about heresy rather than to discover actual antiheretical actions, bringing into being a stereotype of enemy of the faith and the Church. In the fourteenth century a certain part of this knowledge was available mainly to a small intellectual and Church elite: the people wielding power in the Church and theologians educated abroad. We should take into consideration an influence of Patristic texts; the works of the Fathers of the Church, containing a rich knowledge of heretics and sects of early Christianity, belonged to the reading lists of learned communities of the Church. Higher diocesan authorities were more familiar with the problem of contemporary heresies, even if only through papal bulls warning against 'foes of the Cross'. Church dignitaries in Poland knew also decrees of ecumenical councils condemning some heterodox communities. A certain terminology close to polemics against heretics was known to various groups of educated clergy, and among them to those who wrote historical texts. Although in records about the flagellant movement in the thirteenth century (1260-61) annalists were fascinated mainly by the external aspect of flagellantism (the motif of 'naked penitents' was recurring), there were also some stereotypical expressions used, known from antiheretical texts (the motif of the 'destruction of the Christian faith' as the alleged purpose of religious sects). There could also be found an eruditely display of names of old Christian sects, borrowed from Saint Isidore of Sevilla, that were said to have initiated subsequent heresies.
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The knowledge about heretics as the foes of the faith and the Church against which the faithful had to be protected also reached the parish clergy. According to the questionnaire in force, parish priests should be questioned about heretics during ecclesiastical visitation, with specific names of the sects currently fought against by the Roman Catholic Church.
14 The parish clergy, on the other hand, was obliged to preach to the faithful about the sin of heresy, at least vaguely. It should be especially done in the Lent, when registers of sin categories were read to the faithful, indicating the sinners who could not receive Easter's Holy Communion without a special absolution from the bishop. 15 The terms included in such a register, especially those that could have not been generally understood, should have been explained. In the awareness of the audience an image of the heretic was created as a great sinner, excluded both from the broadest Christian community and the narrow one, of the parish, for which a yearly participation in the Sacrament of Eucharist was an important sign of unity. This was strengthened by the knowledge imparted to the faithful during parish teachings that a Church funeral was denied to the excommunicated. 16 Not without importance for the shaping of images of heresy and heretics was their position within the above mentioned prohibitory letters. In the early fourteenth century (1320) heretics were situated next to witches and soothsayers, forgers and false witnesses, and blasphemers. 17 All these terms were associated in the antiheretical tradition with the errors against the faith and the lèse-majesty divine. A part of them (witches, soothsayers and blasphemers) was to be found in the text of manuals for inquisitors operating in the fourteenth century in Western Europe.
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The role of the sermon as an instrument to propagate the ideas of heresy that shaped the image of the heretic in fourteenth-century Poland requires further research. In many countries of Western Christianity, including neighbouring Bohemia, it was simply fundamental. Sunday sermons on the Gospel exhibited the motif of heresy in relation to certain Evangelic verses, especially those which related to false prophets, weeds among the wheat, or the bad tree bearing evil fruit. Various categories of sinners were described, among whom heretics had a reserved place. Edward Potkowski demonstrated that it was sermons that were the most successful in the creation of the medieval stereotype of the heretic as a wolf in sheep's clothing, 'the son of Satan', false pious, a haughty and perfidious man. 19 We should remember, however, the limited reach of parish preaching in Poland before the fifteenth century; it was to reach its prime only after the renovation of Cracow University. 20 It seems, moreover, that also in those town churches (parish or monastic) in which Sunday preaching was already an established occurrence, the problem of heresy did not belong to frequent themes, for it had no direct reference to the local reality, both of the Church and the society.
In the countries where the activities of mass religious social movements condemned by the Church belonged to their reality, one of the factors that strongly influenced the collective awareness and imagination of the faithful was great actions of hunting down heretics, famous trials before Inquisition courts and above all executions of people handed over to civil authorities that made indelible impression. Where the atmosphere of searching the guilty, denouncements, examinations and repressions was not directly experienced, where people did not come across those peculiar spectacles of solemn abjurations and public punishments of incorrigible culprits, the image of the heretic had to be distant and vague. A significant majority of the inhabitants of the fourteenth-century Polish Kingdom did not encounter, even indirectly, the area of antiheretical operations, of suspicion and anxiety. Of course, there were also those who used to go abroad, even if only to Pomerania, Silesia or Bohemia, and who could have brought exciting news of people going against the Church and their harsh punishments. But even in such information there was always an element of strangeness. And in Poland an accusation of heresy was not a weapon used in political conflict. It was not used in disputes between the Church and the state, it was not charged against people in the public eye. It was not until the next century that the label of believer or henchman of heresy became one of the components of political culture, but not overused (let us remind the case of alleged Hussite Spytko of Melsztyn, embroiled in the rivalry for influence inside the state). In Poland the contours of the image of the heretic began only to surface before the fights against Hussites. In this poor and still vague image there were recognisable stamps of inexpiable sin of heresy, enmity towards the faith and the Church, exclusion from the faith and community, probably also of some vices and offences forming the stereotype which was known for a long time in the countries of Western Christianity. Soon after the Hussite wars began in Bohemia, the problem of heresy appeared in Poland with a new, much greater force. Under the threat felt by the Church, supported by the monarchy, the question of heresy became present on various planes of Church life and in the Church and state influence on the people.
A new vision of heresy and heresies followed relatively soon, closely related to the Hussite context, adapted to the current situation, needs of its authors and propagators. An important contribution to the emergence of the vision was made by a community of Bohemian Catholic emigrants, especially those who had been associated with Prague University and came to Cracow. 22 With this creative community was connected an import of theological antiheretical thought, subsequently developed in the Polish lands, and also of texts that were helpful in fighting heresies. The prehistory of the Hussite movement and its beginning were the subject of observations and experiments of Cracow theologians of Polish origins who had studied at Charles University. There were also among Polish theologians and Church dignitaries those who had participated in the Council of Constance, witnesses to the long and famous trial of Jan Hus. The intellectuals of Cracow of the first decades of the fifteenth century were to hand over their knowledge and achievements to the Catholic Church in Poland fighting Hussitism. Here were written treatises containing anti-Hussite contents, works of canonists devoted to problems of heresy, and collections of sermons meant for the clergy and the laity.
The image of the heretic Hussite was developed in Poland mainly within the sphere of defensive, preventive and propaganda actions of guards of the orthodoxy of the Polish Church and state rather than being a result of encounters of Christian orthodoxy with actual Hussite influences. It was an instrument of the Church influence upon the faithful, but also a tool of antagonisms between the clergy and the laity, bitter in the fifteenth century. It should be noted here that in Poland actual sympathies for the Hussite religious doctrine and for the Hussite Church and its social programme, especially in its radical version, were extremely rare, and concerned very few people. More frequent, however, till the end of the fifteenth century, were -in some Polish lands, in particular among the nobility and the townspeople -attitudes modelled on Hussites or close to them as regards religious practices and liturgy or the place of the laity and the clergy within the Church. Yet, in general, these phenomena were perfunctory and ephemeral; the foci of Hussite followers appeared and disappeared, and only in some territories, for instance in Great Poland, they had a tendency to regenerate. The described religious movement, called conventionally the Polish Hussitism, had generally no broader social reach, 23 although occasionally it included also people from the lower social strata. Sometimes, like at Zbąszyń, the vitality of the Hussite centre was determined by an influential figure of local lord whose stance impinged upon his closest milieu and the townspeople, the lord who shielded activities of Hussite priests. 24 Before that, however, with regard to the events in Bohemia, the Church authorities in Poland were expecting stronger Hussite threats. The importance of legal Church and state acts issued in the 1420s for a stereotype of heretic formed later lies more in the fact of their propagation within the society than in their implementation. The Remedia contra hereticos included in the statutes of Archbishop Mikołaj Trąba (1420) were to be published in churches and addressed to lay authorities at various levels. 25 They contained basic information about the heretics as the believers of Jan Hus's doctrine condemned by the Church. They presented the heretic as an individual dangerous to Christians that should be denounced to the proper Church authorities. Those who arrived from Bohemia were a priori suspected of sympathies towards 23 It extent was exaggerated in many works published in the 1950s and 1960s, including the only so far comprehensive synthesis by E. Maleczyńska (op. cit. the heresy; later on, the identification of the heretic with a Bohemian became an important element of the image of the follower of error. The edict of Wieluń, issued by Władysław II Jagiełło in 1424, stating precisely -from the perspective of the lay authorities -preventive means and punishments for the guilty of heresy, 26 introduced an unknown so far in Poland identification of errors against the Catholic faith with the crime of lèse-majesté. According to this assumption, known in the states which had to fight against heresies in previous centuries, the heretic -an enemy of the faith and the Church, was at the same time the enemy of the monarch and the state. In Poland, in later years the consequence of such an approach was a new conceptual cluster in the form of double accusation of heresy and 'high treason', that is sympathies towards the foes of the Kingdom and contacts with them. 27 The Edict of Wieluń, whose punishments were modelled on the thirteenth-century constitutions of Frederic II 28 and the legal tradition of that century, 29 reduced heretics to the category of people sentenced to infamy, threatening them with banishment, confiscation of property and deprivation of noble status, if they were nobles. Such a stance towards the guilty of the 'crime of heresy' was continued in later acts announced publicly, in which they were regarded as 'unworthy of noble status'.
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It is right to point out here the declarative and propaganda character of the Edict of Wieluń, since in practice, as far as it is known, its most severe resolutions were not enforced, and outside of Little Poland its effect seemed to have been illusory. We hear of no trials that could have been evident consequences of reprisals. In later years, pro-Hussite sympathies of individuals from the circle of powerful ones ( Theologians and especially experts on the canon law developed also the theory, already not a new one, that heresy -lese-majesty divine -was a much more grave crime than the lese-majesty human, an offence against the power of the king (Stanisław of Skarbimierz). 32 There was brought up too, in the context of the Polish-Teutonic conflict, the need to punish those guilty of heresy with the assistance of the secular arm, invoking the example of the fair capital punishments for Jan Hus and Jerome of Prague.
33 This Church-state-legal point of view brought into circulation (although of a limited scope) the concept of heretic as criminal. In official rulings pertaining to some cases of heresy the Church correspondence spoke of 'criminal statements' 34 or 'crimes' (in the case of the Polish Wycliffite, Master Jędrzej Gałka). 35 Closer to canonists, however, was a traditional conceptual apparatus, derived from the arsenal of antiheretical Church writings. Paweł Włodkowic, who in anti-Teutonic polemics used the tactic of accusations of heresy against the 'Prussian sect', tried to demonstrate that heretics were more evil than Jews and pagans (Saracens) because knowing the principles of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, they still destroy the Christian faith. 36 In accordance with the content and rhetoric of earlier antiheretical texts, he accused the champions of errors of hypocrisy and actions that destroyed the Church. 37 He called heresy a kind of superstition, 38 thus referring to the motif of its close relation to witchcraft and magic.
In the sphere of theological university knowledge of the first part of the fifteenth century, antiheretical polemics turned into the direction of fight against Utraquism. 39 The problem of Hussite 'chalice', communion in both kinds administered to the laity, neither of dogmatic nor ecclesiological character, eclipsed other aspects of the Catholic-Hussite argument. Yet, it was understood that the postulate of Utraquism was the most evident and highly valued by the Hussites symbol of their religious programme. In Poland it was regarded as the symbol of its open split with the tradition and practice of the Roman Catholic Church. A theoretic polemic with Utraquism paved the way for later propagation of this notion as an identification mark of the heresy and occasionally the only theme of accusations of its profession and practice. In the explanation of the theological knowledge of heretics, directed to a wider audience, reducing the contemporary heresy to Utraquism was insufficient. In preaching, addressed also to the clergy, the image of the heretic was becoming richer and more colourful than in specialist treatises. Although such terms as: followers of Wycliff's and Hus teaching, Hussites and Utraquists, were still vital, yet they functioned within a broader field of knowledge related to heresy and its concepts, themes and rhetoric phrases. In sermons delivered by Stanisław of Skarbimierz the heretic operated in the dark, 40 because darkness was associated with the sphere of evil, sin and error, set against the light of Christian orthodoxy. A well-known motif of antiheretical polemics combined the spiritual darkness of the sinning and erring man with the darkness of his mind -heresy was often seen as the manifestation of a lack of true religious knowledge. It was also combined with the darkness of nature: adherents of sects were active during the night, the time of criminals and evil spirits, gathering in their secret meetings and rituals. 41 But the darkness around the heretic was permanent and impenetrable for he, himself being blind and not seeing the truth, was teaching other blind men. He was wading through a dark labyrinth of errors and could not find an exit. 42 The heretic was also a blasphemer, for by his propagation of errors, and even worse, by initiating new ones, he insulted God. 43 Preaching introduced into the image of the heretic a relatively rich set of comparisons, numbering in a large part among the traditionally used in earlier polemic writings of the Church. Wolf in sheep's clothing, wolf in the sheepfold, the tempting serpent or small fox (known from the Song of Songs) belonged to often applied idioms. The preacher compared heretics to hungry dogs roaming about the town and trying to snatch for something. 44 Thus, the Church was drawing on the well-known in the Middle Ages symbols of sins and wrongs, on the models from the books of the Old and New Testaments.
Polish homilies of the fifteenth century associated, by various lexical means, heretics with the world of evil and sin. They assimilated them to false prophets known from the Gospel, 45 messengers of the devil who perfidiously transformed into angels of the light in order to attract adherents of their teachings. 46 Occasionally, in this layer of considerations in which of certain significance was an eschatological perspective, the heretic was being put in hell. He was denied the grace of remittance after death, for the purifying fire of purgatory expiated only some minor sins that remained to be purged away. That denial he shared with the schismatic, idolater, sodomite, murderer, blasphemer and other categories of the vilest sinners. 47 But the heretic brought into being in Poland crept to hell in a modest and largely unnoticed way. In sermons, literary texts and visual arts he did not belong to the exposed dwellers of hell, tormented by fire and compelled to drink tar and sulphur as a cautionary example and admonishment of the faithful. His quiet, albeit obvious casting down into hell 48 was a small part of the religious culture of the country which until recently had not known heresy, which at any rate was not numbered among the most vital and burning problems of late medieval Christianisation. In spite of concerns of the Church in Poland, fuelled within the circle of Zbigniew Oleśnicki by the urge to demonstrate the orthodoxy of the state, heresy was not seen in the likeness of an apocalyptic plague. The vision of Christianity seized by heretics was held only by those who inclined towards prophetic trends, awaiting divine retribution sent to punish a sinful world. Overwhelmed by the burden of prevailing vices and progressing decline of the Christian world the theologian Jacobus of Paradiso warned the Church against imminent great plagues. He included among them pestilences, violence and atrocities of heretics, invasions of pagans violating Christian nations. 49 A prophetic vision of heretics as servants of Antichrist wreaking havoc on the eve of the end of times, in Poland did not play an important part either in the formation of elitist or popular model of man erring in his faith. The situation in the Universal Church, prompting concern and involvement of Polish theologians in work on reform, was not connected, contrary to the West, to the development of catastrophic and millenarian conceptions. Heretic remained a weapon of mundane ideology and propaganda addressed to both inside and outside of the country, and not a personage predestined to a certain role in eschatological drama of the Church and mankind.
At the beginning of the second half of the fifteenth century in Poland an image of the heretic was being created for the contemporaries and descendants, intended, according to its author, to function within a certain ideological programme of the Church and state. The image was produced by Długosz, a historian who did not belong to the circle of academic intellectuals and whose theological knowledge of heresiology was quite superficial. The chronicler, relating the history of Hussitism, skilfully used texts by other authors (especially the History of Bohemia by Enea Silvio Piccolomini), 50 and he also knew the opinions on Hussitism of the community of Cracow University, of the Cracow Chapter and of Zbigniew Oleśnicki himself. He also had a selection of commonplace, stereotypical terms and concepts about heretics and heresy. Such an arsenal of knowledge he filled in with his creativity, drawing on his own antipathy to the Bohemian heresy, its authors, ideologues, and rank and file followers. In Długosz, a key idea of the interpretation of Hussitism was to contrast the heretical pestilence in Bohemia with the most immaculate orthodoxy of Polish Christianity, successfully defending the purity of the faith of the Church in Poland, the Polish monarchy protecting its people against dangers from outside influences, and also exerting itself to re-Catholicise neighbouring Bohemia. 51 Thus, the historian presented such an image of the Bohemian heresy and heretics as to make them most repugnant to the Polish audience and emphasise their detrimental, destructive role. Urszula Borkowska in her analysis of Długosz's vision of Hussitism paid attention to the frequency of terms relating to diseases, plagues and deadly poisons. 52 The chronicler, using a comparison, known from antiheretical writings, of heresy destroying the Church to a disease eating away at the human body, in his image of the heretic attributed him with symptoms of an infected person and thus dangerous for the healthy. He employed the terminology known already in the Polish Church (used, for instance, by Zbigniew Oleśnicki) and in regulations of the secular authorities. 53 Portraits of well-known leaders of the Bohemian Hussite movement 54 were painted with the means known from the tradition of antiheretical polemics, with the addition of new individual traits, based on the assessment of the part played by those figures in relatively recent or even current events. Jan Žižka, 'the blind leader of a blind people', became the model of the cruel man, destroyer of churches and murderer of priests, cunning and sly commander who used his talents to destroy Christianity. Jan Rokycana, a theologian and Hussite preacher, 'the head of the Bohemian heresy', was described as a villainous and deceptive master of his fellow believers deceived by him, hideous in his every deed, repugnant even in his sickness -a deserved Divine retribution sent on him for the infinity of his sins. He was quite similar to the figure of the leper, regarded in the Middle Ages with fear mixed with disgust and contempt. Bohemian heretics were heartless and ruthless, with hardened minds and hearts. Those who came to Cracow to conduct a dispute with Catholic theologians (1431) were not moved even by the beautiful words of Polish King Władysław II Jagiełło who 51 deplored the ruin of the once glorious kingdom of Bohemia. 55 The portrait of the Hussite heretic in the text by Długosz, created to the benefit of the Polish Church and the Catholic monarchy, had features of coherent and consistent composition. It revealed a profile of the evil and dangerous enemy. At the same time its author was aware that small concessions made to objectivise it would not destroy the impression made by the whole picture. Thus, he was able to provide the Hussite, apart from heretical obstinacy, envy and other vices, with such characteristics as an exemplary life, knowledge and finally dignity in the face of death. In the image of Polish adherents to Hussisim, however, this coherency of composition was upset, and the chronicler was no longer a portraitist engaging his talent, passion and knowledge into painted images, but became an author of small sketches. This was probably for two reasons. Firstly, there were in Poland no figures that could be used as models of heretics; secondly, Długosz did not exert himself to find them in the country whose orthodoxy he wanted to demonstrate. It was already pointed out that he omitted the (notorious in the community of Cracow Church and University of the late 1440s) case of heresy of Master Jędrzej Gałka, 56 and pro-Hussite sympathies and Utraquist practices of Abraham of Zbąszyń he treated fairly casually, surprised that such a sensible man could have become embroiled in heretical errors. 57 And last but not least, Długosz clearly saw disproportions between the ideology, significance and social reach of the Bohemian Hussite movement and its reflections in the Polish lands.
Both the ideological stereotype of heretic functioning in treatise writings and preaching, and the mythical monster brought to life by Długosz on the basis of alien models and the ideology accepted by him, made -in spite of many shared and universal elements -closed and separate images. Neither are they especially useful -apart from models propagated in mass preaching -for attempts to recognise images more widespread in popular consciousness and functioning in the society. In any case, the possibilities in this regard are rather limited. Certainly, the way through the sources written by Church courts investigating cases of Hussitism 58 is not perfect, but it turns out to be the only one. These sources, in accordance to their origins, mirror mainly the reality of the Church, attitudes and opinions of consistorial circles, they commonly use set phrases and include an abridged and edited record of the testimonies of the witnesses and the accused. In spite of all this, however, they record a certain picture of knowledge and images held by a broader and more representative group of the laity: noblemen, townsmen, minor Church officers, representatives of town and rural crafts, and also the parish clergy who often did not differ mentally from the laity. In the image of the heretic reconstructed on the basis of the discussed sources we could distinguish the layer of basic designations and notions belonging to the anti-Hussite didactic programme addressed to a broader public. In the formulas of court sentences and acts of defection from heresy we find vulgarised contents from writings of elitist character. Court practice consistently identified the term of heretic with a Hussite and of heresy with Hussitism (and initially also with Wycliffism), 59 preserving such a perception until the end of the fifteenth century. It is worth noting that this identification functioned in different layers of fifteenth-century culture; it is meaningful that glossers of Latin texts completed the terms of 'hereticus' and 'heretici' by the words 'husz' (Hussite) and 'huszovye' (Hussites). 60 For lay people testifying in Church courts those terms were interchangeable or synonymous and it was obvious that they were correctly understood. But in colloquial speech greater role was played by the words 'heretic' and its synonym in Polish: 'kacerz'. 61 These words, which in anti-Hussite propaganda were synonyms of evil, in colloquial speech used by the community became terms of insult used in arguments and disputes, especially between clergy and laymen. A drunken parishioner called his parochial vicar a 'heretic' and 'liar', 62 village inhabitants brought to a quarrel called one another 'heretics'. Insulting were also the words coined from the names of people symbolising the Hussite heresy: one of the parish inhabitants reviled his parish priest calling him a 'dog and rokycaner' 63 (from the name of the dignitary of the Bohemian Utraquist Church, the already mentioned Jan Rokycana). Already in the past the Polish verb kacerzować was used in ordinary colloquial speech to mean 'accuse of heresy' but also to 'call names' and 'revile'. 64 Thus the word 'heretic' became an invective, an accusation of heresy -a weapon used in various conflicts and antagonisms. It seems that a certain role in the dissemination of the insult of 'heretic' was played by parish clergy who used it against their antagonists, especially those who openly expressed their anticlerical attitudes. The label of heretic was applied also to those from the laity who showed too much criticism of the opinions expressed by priests and of their sermons, and also those who had ambitions to interpret the texts of the Holy Bible differently from the interpretations in churches. 65 Suspicions of heresy could also have resulted from scandalous excesses insulting -in the eyes of the clergy -the Church liturgy. Some townsmen from the small town called Stawiszyn in the land of Calisia, who during their revelry parodied a mass and baptised young animals, were accused of acting 'according to the custom of Jan Hus' sect'. 66 It is certain, however, that the lay people, also those who were sympathetic towards certain elements of the Hussite programme of a poor Church and abolition of estate privileges of the clergy, associated heresy with evil, and in the heretic they saw the personification of many, frequently quite randomly selected vices.
The practice of Church courts and their phraseology disseminated the stereotype of the heretic Bohemian. Let us remind that in Poland already in the early years of the anti-Hussite defensive anyone who arrived from Bohemia was regarded with suspicion, and especially from Prague -a nest of errors (yet in later years it turned out that the Hussite past and stay in this heretic country did not necessarily hamper one's career). 67 In any case, those suspected of Hussite practices (receiving the Eucharist under the forms of both bread and wine) were obliged to swear that they would never make a journey to Bohemia. 68 The term 'Hussite heresy' became interchangeable with the 'sect of Czechs heretics', 'Bohemian sect', 'Bohemian articles' (of the faith) etc.
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A new element was included into the model of the heretic or someone suspected of heresy: contacts with Czechs or any relation with Bohemia, Czech nation and its representatives. It is worth to remind here Długosz's efforts to prove that Poles encountering Czechs during their anti-Teutonic expedition did not succumb to this heretic pestilence, but on the contrary -they hated it even more.
The faithful were taught that suspected of heresy were those who visited the 'suspected places' (loca suspecta) -ill-famed places in the eyes of an orthodox Catholic. In the territory of Great Poland as such were regarded both the distant centre of heresy in Prague and nearer, better known towns: Zbąszyń and Kębłów. 70 It was quite common to refer to that fama publica of certain places, their inhabitants and individuals. 71 It was a phenomena known from the history of heresy and its prosecutions.
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In spite of the fixed and functioning opinion (a heretic was someone who came from or inhabited a place known for a great number of heretics) the interrogated were induced to express it by their desire to dissociate themselves from any suspicions. Thus, the shadow of heresy was located in other, even neighbouring, towns.
It could be assumed that in the awareness of the general public the concept of heretic was narrowed down to the man practicing Utraquism or approving of this rite of communion under both kinds. Starting from the 1430s to the end of the century Utraquism was the main and often the only theme of accusation of heresy. It was also the only substantial 69 element of the formula of abjuration. 73 It is known, however, that the inclusion in the register of heretical practices of the communion under both kinds was not generally accepted. For a part of the Polish society, although probably a small one, the idea and practice of Utraquism was authentically attractive. It would be difficult to answer the question whether it was induced by the desire to remove the difference between the clergy and the laity in approaching communion or whether receiving the Eucharist sub utraque speciae gave richer and deeper spiritual experience. For some, Utraquism could have been only an attractive novelty, a passing religious fashion. Regardless of the actual role of these motivations, the attitudes of adherents or only sympathisers of the discussed practice of communion ground the uniformity of image of the heretic Utraquist popularised within the society.
Much lesser part in the dissemination of the image of the heretic Hussite was played by the iconophobia 74 transferred into the Polish lands from the reality of Hussite Bohemia. There were attempts to implant it in Poland on the basis of episodic events that were, however, of quite dubious ideological premises. Those, who were said to have turned upside down sacred images at a church in a certain town of Great Poland, most probably were rowdies who had quarrelled with a local altarist, broke into his household and destroyed his furniture. 75 It is also known that there were attempts to fix the label of Hussite iconoclasm to the plunderers of Jasna Góra Sanctuary, who damaged the miraculous picture of the Virgin Mary. It seems that this version of the event in which Długosz saw a mere robbery, 76 preserved in the later tradition, could have been an important factor of the iconophobia motif in the fifteenth-century image of the heretic.
In the wake of early antiheretical statutes Church courts associated the figure of heretic or someone suspected of heresy with books they owned, with contents against the true faith. In the beginning, it was texts by Hus and other 'heresiarchs', 77 later the list of incriminated books was much longer. Suspicions were cast on religious texts written in vernaculars (in vulgari), not only in the Bohemian language but also in Polish, or mixed texts: Latin-Polish. 78 The way from asserting the possession of dubious books to accusations of sympathies towards heresy and Utraquist practices was quite short. In the laymen's opinion the possession, and especially dissemination of codices of unknown, mysterious content (sometimes single phrases or words were remembered) 79 was one of the symptoms of heresy. This conviction was strengthened when someone little-known and lacking in significance (like a certain townsman from the neighbourhood of Łowicz) was rumoured to be a 'great heretic' and to possess many heretical books. 80 The spread of lay literacy and intensification of circulation of handwritten books in Poland, apart from its other consequences, reinforced the repressive actions of the Church, and at the same time it shaped a new model of heretic. A 'heretic' career of texts written in vulgari was short-lived; in the second half of the fifteenth century, with the development of national literature, it gradually died away. Thus, also the aforementioned element of the heretic's image disintegrated. In social reception the image of the heretic, simplified and undoubtedly poorer than the model in various disciplines of elitist knowledge, in scholarly literature, and also in the emotional stream of communication, consisting of individual, most strongly inculcated and memorable elements, was constantly and invariably associated with the world of values seen as negative. The Church teaching linked it too strongly with the forces of evil and sin to make it possible for this image to change in people's thinking and feeling under the influence of increasingly critical attitudes. Religious and ethical models and anti-models crumbled only with great difficulty. Let us remind here that people accused of heresy never considered themselves heretics, but thought of themselves as of orthodox Christians, true followers of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Czech Hussites regarded their name of heretics as false and discreditable, calling themselves 'Brethren', 'the God's faithful', 'the faithful Bohemians' etc. Although in Polish sources of Church courts we find a man who was able and had courage to state: 'There are many heretics and I am one of them', 81 but he belonged to the next generation of the Reformation's participants.
But that evil, sinful heretic known in the Polish society of the fifteenth century lost many of the traits attributed to him of a dangerous wolf lurking for prey of people, a messenger of Satan threatening the soul of man, or a criminal -a public enemy. Because his name entered the informal spoken language, he became domesticated. He was also a subject of parody and mockery in unofficial literature that, in any case, poorly responded to Hussitism. 82 Hussite Bruchrinek from a text written within the milieu of the chancellery 83 is a figure from the world of both mockery and contempt: he is a pompous, cowardly and ugly jackanapes. As it seems, it is contempt that connects this literary personage with feelings of people towards heretics -persons who gained lasting infamy, excluded from the Christian community.
In the image of the heretic shaped in fifteenth-century Poland we could find the consequences of accelerated reduction of backwardness in the sphere of antiheretical polemics. The thus created image was for immediate usage, connected with current anti-Hussite actions. And this was the reason why he was deprived of the traits of universal reflection, present in great heresiological summae and inquisitorial handbooks shaping the personage of heretic as the foe of the Universal Church in the past, present and future. In comparison with his counterpart from
